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Maine GearShare - Summary 

Mission
To promote equitable access to outdoor recreation 
through a mutually beneficial collaborative model of 
gear acquisition, maintenance and lending.

Vision
All people in Maine have access to the gear needed 
for outdoor recreation and meaningful 
connections to nature.

A nonprofit outdoor equipment lending library specifically designed to support trip leading organizations.

Maine GearShare is built on the understanding that outdoor recreation is a universal 
human right, not just limited to those who can afford gear.



The Problem: Working in Silos
Sourcing, Maintaining, and Storing Gear Individually is a Burden

❖Field numerous charitable 
requests for gear donations.

❖Deployment of this gear is 
limited.

❖Receive numerous grant requests 
to subsidize gear purchases.

❖Money is often spent purchasing 
gear at full retail price.

❖Struggle to source, maintain, 
repair, and store gear.

❖Spend time and money on gear 
instead their core missions.

❖Bear the financial burden of providing 
the gear on packing lists.

❖Gear may not be activity-appropriate.
❖Lack of gear can prevent participation.

TLOsBrands

CommunityFunders



The Solution: A Collaborative Economy Model
Based on Flexibility, Convenience, Reduction in Waste, and Trust

❖Donations are used by all, increasing 
deployment and maximizing impact. 

❖Public uses brands’ gear to engage in 
positive experiences in the outdoors.

❖Gain access to high-quality, well-
maintained gear.

❖Funds can be reallocated to 
programming and equity. 

❖Time can be redirected to mission-
aligned tasks.

❖Burden of gear is shifted off 
individuals and families.

❖Quality of gear and experience 
increase.

❖Benefit from increased access to the 
outdoors through expanded 
programming.

TLOsBrands

CommunityFunders
❖Gain an efficient stream for providing funds to 

increase equity in outdoor spaces.
❖Donations will be leveraged for maximum 

buying power.



2022 Pilot Design and Launch

Inventory
❖ Backpacks + Dry Bags
❖ Tents + Shelters
❖ Sleeping Bags, Liners, Pads
❖ Camp Kitchen Kits

Stoves
Pots and Pans
Individual + Group Utensils

❖ Personal + Group Lighting
❖ Trekking Poles
❖ Apparel + Footwear

Fleece + Puffy Layers
Base Layers
Rain Gear
Socks + Hiking Boots

500
Participants

10
Member 
Organizations

29
Trips

2,908
Participant Days

1,406
Loan Items

6.6
Average Trip 
Length in Days

Member 
Organizations

❖ Augusta Teen Center
❖ Ecology Learning Center
❖ Hearty Roots
❖ MountainSea Expeditions
❖ QueerlyME
❖ Rippleffect
❖ Rituals of the Sea
❖ She Summits Company
❖ Teens to Trails
❖ Trekkers



Maine GearShare Partners and Supporters

FUNDERS
❖ Leonard C. and Mildred F. Ferguson Foundation
❖ Maine Office of Outdoor Recreation
❖ Onion Foundation 
❖ Outdoor Foundation - Thrive Outside
❖ REI Co-Op 
❖ Quimby Family Foundation

84.6%
donation value

For every $1 spent, 
Maine GearShare 

received $5 in 
donated gear

$128,838

$19,888

Total MSRP value 
of gear inventory

Amount Maine 
GearShare paid for 

gear inventory

BRANDS
❖ Big Agnes
❖ Cascade Designs
❖ Goal Zero
❖ GSI Outdoors
❖ Hyperlite Mountain Gear
❖ L.L.Bean
❖ Mountainsmith

❖ Osprey
❖ Patagonia
❖ Sea to Summit
❖ Showers Pass
❖ Snow Peak
❖ Vortex Optics



Call to Action: Three Pathways to Get Involved

If gear presents an 
operational or financial 

burden for you and your 
organization, Maine 

GearShare is here for you!

Reach out to find out more 
about membership.

Entrepreneurs and 
innovators: we’re ready to 
hear your ideas. Help us 
grow, problem solve, and 

succeed.

Reach out to find out more 
about becoming an advisor.

Individuals, funders, and 
brands: if our mission to 

help people get outside is 
important to you, you can 

help.

Reach out to see how you 
can support our mission.

Become a 
Supporter

Become an 
Advisor

Become a 
Member

www.mainegearshare.org


